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Yitz and Ishmael1
A Drama in One Very Long Act
An Annotated Dialogue
Jim Friedberg

PROLOGUE
Abe: My boys, Yitz and Ishmael, attend an International LL.M.
program at a good university in Philadelphia. They also share
an apartment. Both received their initial law degrees from
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Ishmael grew up in Arab East
Jerusalem and holds an Israeli resident permit, but not
citizenship. Yitz was born in Philadelphia but grew up in Tel
Aviv after his family immigrated to Israel when he was three
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years old. He is an Israeli citizen. Both Yitz and Ishmael are
political moderates with liberal tendencies. They are friends.
But they don’t acknowledge the blood they share.
In their flat, the roommates debate some of the rights and
wrongs of the Israel/Palestine. They touch on historical claims
to the land, the growth of Zionism, the advent of Palestinian
nationalism, violence perpetrated by each side, cultural biases,
human rights, and international law. They want to agree on a
solution to their country’s dilemma—but deep feelings of hurt
and injustice make trust difficult. While each of them has real
affection for the other individually, their inter-community
distrust goes deep. Their dialogue reveals right on both sides,
wrong on both sides, and overlapping claims that demand
compromise.
So I raised two lawyers—always arguing. And international
lawyers, at that! Yeah, partly I’m the proud dad. But, y’know,
sometimes I get tired of hearing them go on about selfdetermination, rights of return, basic laws, proportionality, selfdefense, Article two-four, Article 51, UN resolutions,
conventions, conventions, conventions . . . Geneva, Rome, the
Hague . . . the headache! They should only be nice and get along.
So listen to them. Maybe you can talk some sense . . .
As we drop in on their conversation, Yitz and Ishmael sit at a
kitchen table in a shared student apartment. A fridge is to the
left, a stove and cabinet to the right, a bookcase behind them.
Yitz nurses a beer; Ishmael sips a cup of tea.
Yitz: I’m the underdog.
Ishmael: No, I’m the underdog.
Y: We’ve been persecuted for 3,000 years—enslaved, tortured,
murdered, exiled—you name it. Egyptians,2 Babylonians,3
Hellenists,4 Romans,5 Byzantines,6 Mohammed’s troops at
Medina,7 Andalusian al-Mohades,8 Spaniards,9 Cossacks,10
Iraqis,11 Nazis12—they all slaughtered us.
I: So much less the reason for you to persecute us! Even if all
that history is true, the fact is that as Europeans coming to
Palestine a century ago, you came as colonists.13 You came with
superior technology and Western money.14 You destroyed our
culture and stole our land. We had no chance against your
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dollars, and pounds, and francs—against your guns.
Y: We did not come as European colonists. We came as refugees
fleeing Europeans. No land was stolen. It was all purchased from
its owners, first under Ottoman, then British law. Only after you
ignored the United Nations partition and tried to drive us into
the sea in a new genocide—five Arab states invading to help you
do so—only then was any Arab land taken by force. And even
then, most of that 1948 land was abandoned before seizure.15
I: By 1948, the UN Charter had outlawed the use of force as a
means to acquire territory.16 So your seizures were illegal.
Furthermore, Palestinians did not abandon their homes in 1948.
Zionist terror forced them out. Terror like the destruction and
murder at Deir Yasin.17
Y: If anyone first used illegal force, it was the Arab states that
invaded Israel.18 Furthermore, UN treaty law didn’t apply to
Israel, not yet a UN member.19 As far as general international
law goes, Israel was acting no differently by conquering small
additional amounts of territory, in a war of self-defense, than the
Allies had done just three years before in seizing much larger
amounts of land from Germany and other states.20
I: You avoid Deir Yasin.
Y: Deir Yasin was an aberration. An extreme faction of the
Irgun21 perpetrated the massacre. Most Jews then and now have
condemned the excesses of an otherwise necessary military
operation.
I: If mainstream Zionists condemned Deir Yasin, they were
willing enough to benefit by the terror it spread, causing Arabs
to flee their homes and villages in fear. The classical definition
of refugees.
Y: The classic definition of refugee—a person fleeing from
persecution based on race, religion or politics22—fits no group
better than the Jews who fled the Russian Empire’s pogroms in
the nineteenth century and early twentieth century, and then,
also, those who fled Nazi Europe in the thirties and forties.23 And
while they wanted to settle peacefully in Palestine, they were
met only with Arab hostility and violence.24
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I: Many Arabs welcomed them as neighbors, where they came as
such. But where they came as evictors, of course hostility
followed. And when there was violence, it flowed in both
directions.25
They stand and cross in opposite directions, Ishmael to the
fridge for a jar of pickles, Yitz to the cabinet for a bag of pita
chips. They resume the conversation standing at fridge and
cabinet.
Y: We have prior claim to the land. History supports us. The
Romans drove most Jews—the ones who survived their
genocide—out of Israel 1,800 years ago.26 We had lived there for
most of the prior millennium under judges, prophets, and kings.
We gave the world a moral monotheism that globally shapes law
and human rights to this day.27 Some Jews stayed, despite the
Roman devastators. Those who found refuge in Babylonia,
Persia, Central Asia, Spain, France, Germany, and Arabia28
never quit their claim to Israel.
I: But we are there now. And we were there a century and a half
ago when your Poles and Russians—financed by rich British,
French, German and American Jews29—began swarming into
Palestine. And before that. Actually, three thousand years. We
were the Canaanite villagers that Joshua slaughtered.30
Y: No cultural continuity there . . .
I: We were the Philistine peasants that your glorified kings
robbed of their fields.31 If we look to history, we win the case. But
ancient history is not where we should look. At some point a
claim becomes stale and unprovable.
Y: Every year at the end of the Passover Seder, we have prayed,
“Next year in Jerusalem.”32
I: Statute of limitations. Laches.33 No standing to sue for
hundredth generation successors to a stale claim. Polish Jews
ought not invade land their distant ancestors may or may not
have been connected to 2,000 years ago. Where we should look is
recent history. And that history establishes a grand theft of Arab
land by Europeans.
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Y: It was not theft. Both the Balfour Declaration34 and a League
of Nations mandate35 gave Jews the right to settle in their
historic homeland. And they legally purchased the land they
settled. They stole nothing.
I: Neither the British government nor the League of Nations had
the right to give away our land.
Y: That’s debatable. Your charge that anyone gave anything
away is false. The settlers bought the land or houses from the
owners. At first, under the Muslim Turks, not under the British.
Britain was sovereign by a League of Nations mandate. The
civilized world had created the League of Nations to enforce
peace and to manage the governance of territories freed from
fallen empires, in this case the Ottoman.
I: You mean Britain and France carved up the Ottoman Empire
as they had already carved up Africa?36
Y: The League assigned Britain that governance over
Palestine.37 Both Britain and the League of Nations acted under
the international law of the time.38
I: South Africa had laws, as well.39 So did the southern states in
America during slavery.40 And even Hitler with his Nuremberg
statutes.41
Y: A nasty comparison that doesn’t change that facts.
I: The Zionists purchased much Palestinian property from
absentee landlords42 who were all too happy to take dollars,
pounds, francs and marks from rich Jewish sponsors in America
and Europe to settle Polish Jews on Palestinian land. No one
cared that Palestinian tenant farmers had tilled those fields for
generations.
Y: I’ve heard this absentee landlord story many times without
proof that establishes the frequency of these sales. Maybe it
happened at times.43 More typically the early Zionists bought
from the people that lived there or developed previously
unproductive property, often semi-desert or swamp.44
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I: Colonial invasion . . .
Y: Your continued claim that Zionism is simply a form of
European colonialism ignores facts that make the Jewish return
to Israel much more complex. Many Jews came from nonEuropean countries, tens of thousands of Yemenis in the early
and mid-twentieth century, and Iraqi Jews in the 1930s, 40s and
50s. These refugees were fleeing persecution in Arab lands.
Moroccans, Tunisians, Egyptians and others came in the 1950s
fleeing their Arab and Muslim persecutors.45 And those escaping
Europe were victims—hardly agents of European powers.
I: It’s not a question of whether individual transactions were
technically legal. It’s a question of the larger Zionist project
behind them—that project aimed to wrest Palestine from
Palestinians.46
Y: No. Zionism originally envisioned co-existence—Jews and
Arabs living peacefully as neighbors.47 Only after murders,
rapes and pogroms in the 1920s and 30s, by Arab gangs against
peaceful Jewish settlers, did the yishuv48 arm itself for defense.49
I: The violence was mutual. Your supposed self-defense militia,
particularly Irgun and the Stern gang carried out attacks
against innocent Arab civilians.50 Even if a few early Zionists did
envision co-existence, the majority simply ignored our
existence.51
They wander around the kitchen-main room for a minute,
tea and beer in hand, scavenging, opening and closing cabinets
and fridge. They again sit at the table but have switched sides.
Yitz hands Ishmael the pita chips as Ishmael hands Yitz the
dill pickles.
I: You are denying Palestinians the right to self-determination.52
Y: You would deny Jews the right to self-determination. That’s
what Zionism is—the right of the Jewish people to determine
their own fate in their own land, after 2,000 years of persecution.
I: But what gives Jews the right to determine their communal
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life at the expense of another community?
Y: Listen, Ish . . .
I: Call me Ishmael. We Arabs don’t use cute nicknames.
Y: Okay, Ishmael, my friend. I do acknowledge that Palestinians
have a right to self-determination.
I: Then you have to acknowledge that Israel is violating that
right under the criteria of the Quebec53 and Kosovo54 cases.
Y: Probably, but I’m not sure.
I: What’s there to be unsure about? Do you grant that the
Canadian Supreme Court accurately articulated the standards
for self-determination?
Y: Okay.
I: The Court concluded that a lack of internal selfdetermination—that is, equal democratic participation for a
group within a state—supports a demand for external selfdetermination.
Y: Yeah . . .
I: So Palestinians are entitled to independence under
international law. Israel has denied them internal selfdetermination for half a century, so they are entitled to external
self-determination—their own state.
Y: I agree, but . . .
I: And Israel has repeatedly broken other international laws.
Y: I’m sure you have a list . . .
I: You have waged war on us in violation of humanitarian law.55
You have bombed our schools and slaughtered our children.56
You have turned Gaza into the world’s largest concentration
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camp with your blockade, then turned that camp into a rubblestrewn death trap with your aerial savagery.57
Y: No! It is the pseudo-government of Gaza,58 the Hamas
terrorists,59 who have broken humanitarian law by firing their
rockets at civilian targets in Israel. At the risk of sounding
juvenile: “They started it!”.
I: Oh, please!
Y: And by cowardly hiding their launchers, their ammunition,
their weapons and their troops in or near schools, UN facilities,
hospitals, and civilian housing in Gaza, Hamas further broke
international law.60 The Israeli military has taken more than
reasonable precautions to limit civilian casualties.
I: Then why have Palestinians died by the thousands, and
Israelis only by the handful?61
Y: Because Hamas has arranged it that way, by attacking from
behind the skirts of the innocent.62 Human shields!63
I: But there is no denying the numbers. Palestinian deaths have
outnumbered Israeli ones by tenfold in the Gaza Conflicts.64
Even if Israel does have a right of self-defense against the
Hamas rockets (which is debatable considering the
strangulating blockade of Gaza)65—even if Israel does have that
right, humanitarian law requires that it be exercised with
proportionality and only to the extent necessary.66 The fatality
ratio proves gross disproportionality, and the success of your
American-financed “Iron Dome”67 shows that there was no
necessity to obliterate Gaza in order to defend against Hamas’
low-tech rockets.
Y: You misinterpret both doctrines. Proportionality in selfdefense is not measured by the ratio of casualties.68 It is gauged
by asking whether the force used is reasonable to halt the
aggression being defended against. Since Hamas continued to
fire rockets,69 it was reasonable for Israel to continue its efforts
to destroy the capability of Hamas to launch those illegal
attacks.70 As to the necessity doctrine,71 yes the Iron Dome
functioned well, but not perfectly.72 It was indeed necessary for
Israel to attack Hamas’s launch capacity—not just have its
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civilians cower in the basement of a school or a home bomb
shelter, behind an imperfect shield, hoping their children would
not be slaughtered by a rocket that got through.73
I: What reality are you living in? Have you seen the pictures of
Gaza?74 Pulverized homes and bleeding kids!75
Abe steps to center stage.
Abe: Those are horrific images. The Arab kids in Gaza are
innocent victims. So are the Jewish kids who must dodge rockets
sent from Gaza, though the defenses available to them are
considerably better. So, who is to blame for these children under
siege? All of us. Both of you. Yitz and Ishmael, you gotta do
better. Kids must have homes where they can feel safe.
Abe walks off stage.
I: Of course kids must have safe homes. Palestinian refugees
should be allowed to return to theirs.
Y: Their homes where?
I: Anywhere in Palestine.
Y: Anywhere in Israel?
I: What you call Israel, yes.
Y: And who are these refugees?
I: Five million Palestinians.
Y: From the War of Independence?
I: From the 1948 Nakba.76
Y: Absurd. First, at most a few hundred thousand Arabs left
their homes during the 1948 war.77 You apparently are including
children and grandchildren of those that fled, offspring born
elsewhere with no legitimate connection to Israel/Palestine.
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I: More legitimate than that of the early European Zionists . . .
Y: Second, only some of the original departing group would have
met the legal definition of refugee. Third, they continued to be
enemy nationals, given the Arabs’ unwillingness to end their
state of war with Israel.78 Their enemy national status also
allowed seizure of their property in line with international law.79
Fourth, many of those who might have been refugees resettled
elsewhere, ending their refugee status.80 Fifth, Israel would
cease to exist if all descendants of purported refugees returned
to Israel.81
I: Many reasons—none of them good. First, the United Nations
and international law recognize that both the original victims of
the Zionist expulsion and their descendants are refugees.82
Y: Votes rigged by the huge Muslim block at the UN.83
I: Second, all those forced to flee in 1948 have been unable to
return to their original Palestinian homes because of persecution
by the Israelis; therefore, they’re all legally refugees.84 Third, the
international law custom85 that allows seizure of property of
enemy nationals86 does not apply to this situation. The
Palestinians dispossessed in 1948 were not foreign nationals—
they were natives driven from their homes.
Y: Not driven from . . .
I: Fourth, permanent resettlement might legally preclude an
asylum claim in third states,87 but it doesn’t diminish their
claims against Israel. Fifth, Israel could continue to exist,
though not with a guaranteed Jewish majority.
Y: Would it be called Israel?
I: If that’s what the majority wanted.
Y: The majority, under your right-of-return scenario, eventually
becoming Arab (particularly considering the Palestinian
birthrate).88 So, Israel would become “Palestine” and unite with
the other Palestines—the West Bank and Gaza—to be one Arab
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state from the Jordan to the Mediterranean . . .
I: Do you believe in democracy or not? And your reference to the
Palestinian birthrate is racist, with undertones of genocide.
Y: You don’t know what genocide is.89 It’s sending innocent
millions to gas chambers and ovens. It is not merely stating a
fact—that Palestinians have one of the highest birthrates in the
world, promoted by their anti-Israel ideologues as a political tool
to out-populate the Jews. “Cynically promoted,” I should say,
given the economic and social privation such policy foists on the
Palestinian poor. As for democracy, look to Syria and Egypt and
Iran before you criticize Israel on that ground.90
I: The Holocaust91 should not be your universal trump card in
all arguments. Palestinians have the right to produce children
and if that creates a majority, then democracy means that they
govern.
Y: Do you or don’t you accept Israel’s existence?
I: Yes.
Y: For now and for tomorrow and for after that?
I: No.
Y: Ahah! You do want to see it destroyed.
I: No, not destroyed.
Y: Then what?
I: You ask me if I “accept Israel’s existence.” Accept is a fuzzy
word.
Y: Meaning?
I: I affirm that a state called Israel presently exists. I guess I’d
even acknowledge that it legally exists, given its membership in
the UN and numerous UN and other decisions,92 although many
of my brethren would challenge the legality of those decisions.93
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As an international lawyer, I recognize their force, if not their
justness.
Y: So what don’t you accept?
I: I don’t accept that the creation of Israel in 1948 was just or
even legal. I don’t accept that Israel has a right to treat its Arab
citizens any differently than its Jewish ones. I don’t accept that
Israel has a right to a continued Jewish majority by barring the
return of 1948 refugees. And if “tomorrow” or “after that” an
Arab majority prevails, I don’t accept that we must call the state
“Israel” or have a Star of David on our flag.94
Y: So you really don’t accept the long-term right of Israel to
exist?
I: The state that is presently called Israel has a long-term right
to exist as does any currently existing state.95 Its residents have
the right to stay there as equal citizens.96 No Jews or Arabs may
be thrown into the sea. But there should be no guarantee that
Jews shall always control the reins of government.
Y: Why are Arabs entitled to their own states, many of them, but
not Jews? Not one corner of the globe the size of New Jersey?97
Pakistanis have their own state, where Islam is the official
religion98 and minorities are treated much worse than in
Israel.99 The same for Iran,100 Saudi Arabia,101 and even
Egypt.102 And many more Islamic countries.103
I: I’m not responsible for Saudi Arabia or Pakistan or Iran. They
should all be democratic and protect their minorities. But I am
Palestinian and am entitled to national rights, to human rights.
Saudi Arabia is irrelevant.
Y: Why should millions of Arab children and grandchildren and
great-grandchildren104 be allowed to return to the land that their
grandparents105 abandoned—but not Greeks to Smyrna burned
and ethnically cleansed by the Turks in the 1920s?106 Or Turks
and Albanians and Jews to Salonika?107 Or Hindus to
Karachi?108 Or Germans to Königsberg?109 Massive population
exchanges after lost wars or seismic political upheaval. Just like
the Arabs who started and lost the war of 1948.110
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I: We just want to return home.
Y: War shifts populations. Karachi and Königsberg in the same
half-decade as our 1948 War of Independence, a time when
Arabs left Israel and Jews fled persecution in Arab states to
come to Israel.111 The world has acquiesced in all these other
twentieth century population exchanges,112 but not for Israel
and Palestine. There are even two separate UN refugee
organizations—UNRWA for the Palestinians113 and UNHCR114
for everybody else.115 UNHCR helps to resettle non-Palestinian
refugees.116 UNRWA foments Palestinian frustration by keeping
them in squalid camps and fostering hatred of Israel.
I: Two wrongs don’t make a right. Even ten wrongs don’t make
a right. I don’t care if Greeks go back to Smyrna or Turks and
Jews to Salonika. Let them if they want. I don’t care if Germans
go back to Königsberg. Let them if they want. I don’t care if
Hindus go back to Karachi. All I know is that my uncle has a key
to a house in an abandoned village east of Jaffa to which he
should be able to return before he dies. He never held a gun. He
never hurt a Jew. But he was chased from his home in 1948.117
And in violation of the law of war118 and of common decency
Israel did not allow him to return when the war ended.
Y: But the war never ended because the invading Arab states
refused to sign peace treaties with Israel.119 And continued to
call for its destruction.
I: In the seventies, Egypt did sign a peace treaty.120 In the
nineties, so did Jordan.121 But my uncle still has his key and may
never use it.
Y: I have no problem if your uncle gets his house back and is able
to spend his last years on Israeli soil, particularly if he never
took up arms or harmed anyone. And thousands like him should
be able to return. But not millions of children and grandchildren
who have never set foot on this soil.122 That’s not a “return,” it’s
an invasion. And it would be the end of Israel.
They shift positions on stage and exchange the dill pickles
and bag of pita chips. Ishmael pours a tea and Yitz brews a
coffee. Abe enters.
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Abe: So Trump has recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s capital.123
Not a totally unreasonable act from an often unreasonable man.
Israel’s Knesset, Supreme Court, and Prime Minister’s office are
all in West Jerusalem.124 But it seems there’s room, as well, for
a Palestinian capital in the Arab part of the city. Come on boys,
learn to share.
Abe leaves after munching on a pickle and a few pita chips
and pouring a cup of tea.
Y: Jerusalem!
I: Al-Quds!
Y: You have two holy cities—Mecca and Medina.125 You don’t
need a third. And in Mecca, you forbid Jews, Christians or any
other non-Muslims to set their feet.126
I: It is not a matter of “need.” It’s a matter of holy history.
Muhammed rose from Al-haram Al-sharif—the Noble
Sanctuary—on his night visit to Allah127 and in all the centuries
since, it has been a Muslim city. And for our Christian
Palestinian brothers and sisters, the holiness of the city is selfevident. Israelis limit our access to sacred sites and would evict
us from the Noble Sanctuary, if we let them.
Y: Your Koran says nothing about a night visit to Jerusalem.128
A myth created by subsequent Arab imperial propagandists to
justify occupation of the city and undercut Byzantine claims to
reconquer it.129
I: A Byzantine argument . . .
Y: Your Noble Sanctuary, our Temple Mount, is administered by
a Muslim Waqf,130 run by the Jordanians. Muslims have primary
access—full access when they are not rioting—with only limited,
non-prayer visits by Jews.131 We pray below the Mount, at the
Western Wall of the old Temple.132 No one intends to change that
status.
I: No one? What about your fanatic co-religionists that talk of
building a Third Temple?133
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Y: A fringe. A statistically meaningless fringe.134 You have your
fanatics. We have ours. But yours hold more sway within your
community. The so-called “Arab street.”135
I: We have our street. You have your army. Of the two, who
sheds more blood? Every time there is a period of violence, ten
Arabs die for one Jew.
Y: But who starts the violence? Is there a police force in the world
that would not respond to a wave of unprovoked fatal knife
attacks on innocent civilians?136
I: I don’t condone the knife attacks. But there have been settler
attacks on innocent Palestinians, as well. And these outbursts
by Palestinian teenagers have not been “unprovoked.” A halfcentury of occupation with check-points, blockades, economic
privation, and chronic assaults on dignity provokes these
teenagers day-in-and-day-out. Most immediately, the push by
your Orthodox crusaders to occupy the Noble Sanctuary has lit
the fuse.137 A few fifteen-year-olds with knives aren’t the
problem here.
Y: They certainly are the problem for the innocent murder
victims and their devastated families.
I: We have many times the victims and many times the
devastated families.
Y: Do you acknowledge that international law condemns the
targeting of civilians in armed conflict, whether interstate or
internal?138
I: Okay.
Y: So, why don’t you condemn the targeting of Israeli civilians
and, for that matter, non-Israeli Jews by Palestinian terrorists?
I: I just said that I didn’t approve of the knife attacks.
Y: Not approving is different from condemning.
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I: Listen. The Palestinians don’t have F-16s. We don’t have the
Iron Dome. We don’t have billions of dollars a year in American
military aid.139 What we do have is a half-century of occupation.
If humiliated Palestinian youth fail to observe the niceties of the
Geneva Conventions (which Israel itself ignores when
convenient),140 if they use the only means at hand to resist
overwhelming Israeli force, I will not condemn them. I will not
approve the harming of innocents. But condemn our angry
youth? No. These evils sit at your doorstep.
Bare stage with overlapping Palestinian and Israeli flags
projected rear.
Abe: The simple truth is that we have two peoples wanting the
same piece of land. We have two peoples each with some sort of
legitimate claim to that land. The only way to end the Conflict
peacefully is for both sides to compromise. The Israelis must give
up the territorial gains of 1967 and end the Occupation. With a
few limited exceptions Israel must pull back from its settlements
in Judea and Samaria. Arab Israelis must enjoy equal rights and
social benefits. The Palestinians must give up the effort to
reverse the establishment of Israel in 1948. That means giving
up an unlimited Right of Return. Jerusalem either needs to be
internationalized or redivided based on neighborhood choice.
The compromise must be permanent—not a stepping stone to an
eventual Arab state from the Jordan to the Mediterranean.
I: But that is the compromise of a thief. He has stolen my house
and now offers me the basement and attic.
Right hand to his chest, Abe leaves stage.
Y: So, you oppose a two-state solution? You want it all?
I: A two-state solution is an acceptable part of an initial peace
settlement.
Y: But “initial” implies you do want it all. An Arab state from
the Jordan to the sea.
I: I want democracy. I want refugees from war to have the rights
guaranteed by law and by the UN.141
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Y: So a peace agreement to a two-state solution only guarantees
Israel’s existence until the returned refugees and their millions
of non-Palestinian grandchildren outvote the Jews and create a
single, Arab-dominated state?
I: That’s exactly what law and democracy demand. Except
international law and I both reject your mischaracterization of
children of expelled refugees as “non-Palestinian.” They are
rightful heirs of the legal claims of 1948.
Y: So, you believe that Israel is in a state of original sin.142
Actually is a State of Original Sin.
I: That’s Christian dogma. Neither of us grew up on that.143
Y: But that’s what you’re saying. You believe that Zionism was
immoral from its inception. That the First Aliyah144 settlers in
the 1880s began the sin and it was perpetuated again and again
by every Jew thereafter who came to the Land of Israel—
whether to escape slaughter by Cossacks or Arab mobs or Nazis,
or to exercise their right to self-determination. All of them, they
were sinners in your view. And their children and grandchildren
who live there now, sinners all of us.
I: Maybe so. Yes, I think that’s accurate.
Y: And there’s nothing we can do to purge that sin, right?
I: Well, I’m not going to insist that all six million145 of you leave
Palestine and return to Poland. So maybe that sin can never be
fully purged. But partial atonement would at least include
giving us real equality in our own land, and letting the refugees
return.
Y: And all their millions of children and grandchildren?
I: Of course. They all are refugees.
Y: So Israel will cease to exist?
I: You six million Jews would continue to live there, mostly in
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your same homes. You would sit in your cafes, drink coffee and
talk too loudly on your cell phones. Your wives and girlfriends
would go to Tel Aviv beaches in their same inappropriate states
of undress. But you would vote in elections with approximately
equal numbers of Arab fellow citizens whose candidates would
sometimes win.
Y: Do you really believe that could ever happen?
I: Not in the near future. Not with the politics of Israel.
Y: So what’s the point? You’re advocating the impossible.
I: I’m merely responding to your question about your State of
Original Sin. The only way that Israelis can begin to atone for
the sin of Zionism is to fully share the land with us, with all of
us. Do I think it’s likely? No. Not anytime soon. But you asked
the sin question and I answered it.
Abe enters in all black with sleeves and pants cuffs
shredded.
A: Sin? Sins? Sons? Daughters? I’ve lost many.
He looks at the audience for ten seconds and covers his eyes
for another ten. Two head-covered women, one Jewish one
Muslim, also in black, join him. They join hands, then turn and
haltingly walk off.
Y: Do you deny the Holocaust?146
I: Of course not. It was one of the greatest tragedies of modern
times.
Y: Do you condemn those who deny it?
I: I condemn both those who would deny it, as well as those who
would cynically misuse it to facilitate the oppression of others.
Y: That’s obscene. You imply that by remembering the most evil
human rights violation in history, Jews are oppressing others.
That’s the kind of incitement that makes it hard for most Israelis
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to trust Palestinians to live in peace with us.
I: Those Jews who use the Holocaust as a justification for
stealing our land commit the obscenity against Hitler’s victims.
Y: Jews have stolen no one’s land. Our settlement here has been
mandated by the League of Nations, the British Mandatory
Power, the United Nations and the recognition of fellow states.
Our return rectifies the Romans’ forceful dispossession of our
homeland two millennia ago147 and our mistreatment by
Christians and Muslims in every century since.148 The Holocaust
culminated 2,000 years of evil and exile. It’s quite relevant to our
right to be here—not the only basis of our claim, but a compelling
reinforcement of its validity, moral proof that a nearly
exterminated people have a historically unique moral case for a
homeland.
I: But it was our homeland first.
Y: Not first, but, yes, for centuries after our exile by the
Romans.149 And we expected to share our mutual home, until
Arab marauders took up the banner of pogrom in the 1920s and
30s.150 They learned well from their European anti-Semitic
teachers.151 And after Hitler was defeated in 1945, they would
have happily finished his genocidal project with the help of five
invading Arab armies in 1948.
I: Slander! Bad history!
Y: The history of your Mufti152 is indeed “bad,” but not
inaccurate. He was a bad man, welcomed in Berlin by Hitler, and
more than willing to contribute to the Nazis’ Final Solution by
the genocide of Jews in Palestine once Rommel conquered it from
the British.153 Happily, the Nazi advance through Egypt toward
Palestine failed.154
I: How does any of this support your charge of pogroms?
Y: Because the Mufti was the cheerleader for these gang
murders of defenseless Jews.155 And the Palestinian Arabs loved
him as their leader.156
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I: If they loved him, it was because he stood up to the British
who would give our land away, and the European Jews who
would take it.157 If Hitler could help with our liberation, well,
any port in a storm. The Mufti and his supporters were little
different from the Finns who technically allied with the
Germans as they fought off Soviet invaders.158
Y: Weak analogy. The Finns had no particular love for
Nazism,159 but the Mufti heartily embraced Nazi anti-Semitism.
And his brand of hate speech continues to this day among Arab
leaders and media.160
I: Come on! This is truly obnoxious. You slander us all as bigots.
Y: Not all of you. But many of your leaders, educators, and
media. They indoctrinate “the Street,” particularly gullible
youth. They get them to hate Israel and Jews. And that makes
peace impossible. The Arab Street will not permit peace with the
devil. I have granted that the continued Occupation, and
particularly Jewish settlement expansion makes peace
impossible, and that it must be stopped. You should admit the
same concerning Arab hate speech against Jews.161
I: You oversimplify. Sure there are anti-Jewish images and
statements in some Arab media, but most Palestinians, at least
on the West Bank and in Jerusalem, are the least anti-Semitic
of all Arabs. We live with you. Of course, you annoy us, you often
harass us, and occasionally you kill us. But not all of you.
Palestinians can make such distinctions because we see each
other’s faces, each other’s children. I even like you, schmuck.
Y: Same here, bro.
I: It’s easier to stereotype “the other” from far away.162
Egyptians, Iranians, Saudis, Malaysians, Pakistanis—they can
hate you from a distance. They can lump West Bank settlers and
Jewish store-keepers in Paris in a single category. Because they
are ignorant. And often their tyrannical and corrupt leaders play
on that ignorance to divert attention from tyranny and
corruption. But we Palestinians are not ignorant. We know
you—you are good and bad, you laugh and you cry, you work and
you bleed. Like us. So mostly, Palestinians are not anti-Jewish.
Mostly we just want our homes and our liberty.
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They shift positions on stage and Abe returns.
Abe: How do you break this malignant stalemate? Recognize
Jerusalem both as Israel’s and Palestine’s capital? Recognize
Palestine as a state? Boycott Israel? Are there any suggestions
that do not antagonize?
Abe leaves.
Y: BDS163 is wrong.
I: How can you say that? It’s a lawful, non-violent way to oppose
Israel’s illegal Occupation164 and general oppression of
Palestinians.
Y: After half a century, you’re probably right that by this point
the Occupation is unlawful. So is BDS.
I: How?
Y: It punishes the innocent.
I: Israelis, innocent?
Y: Yes. Academics from North America, Europe, and Palestine
are the main movers behind the boycott.165 Therefore, BDS falls
disproportionately on the shoulders of professors and
researchers at Israeli universities—the people that the
boycotters would otherwise collaborate with at conferences,
faculty, and student exchanges, and research projects. These
folks are the heart of the Israeli moderate and left-liberal
opposition to government policy that hurts Palestinians.
I: Can’t make omelets without breaking eggs . . .166
Y: An inhumane cliché of tyrants and fossilized Marxists.
I: I understand that your liberal feelings are hurt, and perhaps
some of your travel opportunities curtailed, but how on earth can
you claim BDS is illegal? It’s non-violent and voluntary.
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Y: I said “unlawful,” not “illegal”167—a somewhat softer claim.
I: And BDS is certainly less harsh than what the Israelis do to
the Palestinians in your prisons, at your checkpoints,168 and
from your F-16s.169 And talk about punishing the innocent! What
about the demolition of Palestinian family homes for the unlitigated purported wrongs of teenagers?170
Y: I oppose collective punishment whether perpetrated by the
Israeli military or by crypto-anti-Semites from British
universities.171
I: Anti-Semitism is your universal solvent when nothing else can
dissolve a rightful accusation against Zionists.
Y: I agree that right-wing supporters of bad Israeli policy
sometime overplay the anti-Semite card. But at other times
opponents of that policy target Jews as Jews. Buenos Aires172
and Paris173 are but two examples of a widespread and growing
phenomenon. And I sincerely suspect the Left—at least the
British academic left174 and a handful of their American
colleagues—of a troubling degree of strident glee in attacking
Israel for wrongs less evil than those committed by Chinese or
Saudis, about which they keep comparatively silent.175 I sniff the
stink of anti-Semitism there. A chance to get the pushy Jews,
under the cover of righteous progressivism.
I: You’re paranoid, but I do grant that comes with your ethnic
territory. You still have not explained well why BDS is unlawful.
Y: It’s a general principle of law that punishments should be
targeted only at the guilty.176 Granted, those close to a convicted
criminal unavoidably suffer indirect harm—emotional,
financial, and social harm. But while the child of a murderer
suffers such indirect losses, no civilized society would execute
the child for a murder committed by the father. BDS targets
persons that do no wrong. They are not collateral damage. They
are intended innocent victims.
I: Your “principles” conveniently protect the strong and disarm
the weak.
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They shift positions on stage.
Y: What about the slaughter at the Tel Aviv market in June
2016?177 Four innocent dead and many more injured.
I: What about it?
Y: Do you approve?
I: You miss the point.
Y: What point?
I: That the Occupation with its repressive enforcement is the
source of all violence here.
Y: So the Occupation justifies the murder of any Jew anywhere?
Not to mention the murder of innocent non-Jews who might find
themselves in the wrong market or bus station when the
terrorists attack.
I: This is the rhetoric game I will not play. Of course, I deplore
all killing of innocents, Israelis or Palestinians or anyone else.
But you insist on a ritual of condemnation every time a Jew dies
in this Conflict, and that values your blood over Arab blood, as
well as obscuring the Conflict’s root causes.
Y: You conflate separate issues, and avoid moral responsibility
in the process. One issue is whether the continued Occupation
and its current modes of administration are wrong. You and I
agree that they are.
I: Thank God!
Y: A second issue, raised by your “Arab blood” reference, is who
bears responsibility for the many deaths of Arabs in the Conflict.
Certainly, when a knife-wielding attacker is shot or when Arabs
die in a self-defense counter strike178 by Israeli defense forces,
those are not morally equivalent wrongs to the purposeful
murder of innocents in a non-military setting like the Tel Aviv
market attack.179 The illegality or legality of the Occupation and
the tragic death toll of Palestinians during the Conflict are real
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issues—important and complex—but they ought not be conflated
with the simple moral truth that it’s categorically wrong to
purposely target and slaughter innocents.
I: Wrongs against you are morally simple and clear. Wrongs
against us are complex and thus open to debate. Rather
convenient for your conscience. What you characterize as
conflating of issues, I would call contextualizing. The Tel Aviv
market shootings cannot be understood outside the context of
the Occupation and Israeli military propagation of the Conflict.
Y: Contextualizing?! That’s a word that left-wing intellectuals
like to use when they rationalize immoral acts perpetrated by
groups they favor.
I: You’re a left-wing intellectual. So am I. What’s wrong with
that?
Y: The problem is with the many progressives that let their leftwing angel silence their intellectual angel whenever the two
disagree. “Which side are you on boys?”180 and all that crap.
I: So you’re against unions now?
Y: Generally, I’m very much for unions. But on any given issue—
on most issues—I’ll side with them, when they’re right and
because they’re right, not because I’m blindly on their side. It’s
a hangover from academic Marxism, when too many
intellectuals mutated Marx’s occasionally useful concept of class
conflict into quasi-religious dogma.181
I: Huh?
Y: As a tool for understanding major economic conflict and
historical change in society, class theory was sometimes helpful.
But as a moral yardstick—identify the underdog, then defend
him regardless of his behavior—it eviscerated intellectual
honesty.
I: And this has what to do with Israeli bombs killing children?
And Palestinian daily life made a misery of checkpoints and
collective punishment?
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Y: You justified attacks on Jewish innocents by demanding
contextualizing. I grant that the continued Occupation is wrong.
But murdering civilians in a market or at a tram stop is
categorically wrong. No contextualizing changes that. You
excuse murder by class preference.
I: I can’t believe you’re red-baiting182 me. I’m a progressive
Muslim, not a Marxist. I believe in Muhammed as an historic
reformer, just as I believe in universal human rights. Your
soliloquies grow tedious. The point is that focusing on a few bus
stop knifings, while ignoring hundreds of innocent deaths from
Israeli bombings is irrational and immoral.
Y: If the bombings are shown to be disproportionate to the
military objective of self-defense183 against rocket and tunnel
attacks on civilians, or if they don’t reasonably attempt to
distinguish military targets from non-military,184 then I
condemn them. But applying such law of self-defense and its
limits to highly disputed facts (including evidence of Hamas
using human shields) is difficult. On the other hand, Common
Article 3 unambiguously outlaws terror attacks that target noncombatants,185 attacks which you refuse to condemn.
I: Wrong. I do deplore any attack on any innocent person. But I
refuse to accept your hectoring on these issues. Rules of
international law developed with the notion that more or less
equal states will be fighting each other. Here the warfare is
asymmetrical: largely disarmed Palestinians fighting the
heavily armed and technically advanced Israeli Army. Laws of
war don’t make sense.186
Abe appears.
Abe: War. Terrorism. Blood still flows. Parents still cry.
Abe leaves.
Y: So, just last year a follower of ISIS slaughtered fifty partiers
at a gay nightclub in Florida.187
I: What does that have to do with anything?
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Y: Two things, at least. First, the moral acceptance of violence
against innocents within some (probably small) portion of the
Muslim community, and the toleration of that portion by
Muslims generally. Second, the lack of any institutionalized
Reform188 Islam.189
I: Your first point is familiar and Islamophobic—Fox News. As
if I am personally responsible for stopping every violent event,
justified or not, by anyone anywhere claiming to act on behalf of
Islam. When every Christian takes responsibility for the
Crusades, perhaps I’ll be more open to your argument. But your
second point intrigues me. So what is the connection between
Reform Islam, or the lack thereof, and a shooting at a gay
nightclub in Orlando?
Y: Okay. Let’s set to the side my point about the Islamic
community’s bland response to violent radicals in its midst, as
well as your ridiculous anachronistic comparison to the
Crusades. Let’s talk about the absence of Reform Islam in the
context of the Pulse massacre.
I: Fine. I am curious to hear you connect the two.
Y: Quickly in the wake of the tragedy, a TV reporter interviewed
the imam for the Central Florida Islamic Community. He, of
course, condemned the shootings, but urged his fellow
Americans not to rush to judgment regarding the cause—a code
for “don’t blame the Muslims.” This was before police had
uncovered the murderer’s loyalty pledge to ISIS made
immediately prior to the slaughter.190 But more interesting was
the Imam’s commentary on the gay angle.191 Again condemning
the killings and asserting that nothing in Islam justified the
horrific event, he affirmed that his religion did forbid
homosexuality as, he asserted further, did Christianity and
Judaism.192 That’s where he got it wrong.
I: No. He’s right. Christianity and Judaism do outlaw
homosexuality.
Y: Wrong. Only fundamentalist or orthodox versions of those
faiths do that. Reform and Reconstructionist Judaism accept
homosexuality and even have ordained gay rabbis.193 Liberal
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and moderate denominations of Christianity take the same
position and have many openly gay clergy.194 Both groups have
rejected a literalist, revelation-based reading of antiquated
Biblical sanctions against homosexuals.
I: I am not sure where you’re going with all this.
Y: A billion Muslims195 are stuck with a literalist interpretation
of the Koran. It encourages reactionary extremism and
intolerance. ISIS throws gay men off roofs in Iraq and Syria,196
and all imams can say is “Well, those queers are sinners, but
they probably shouldn’t be tossed off roofs.” That’s not a powerful
message. And it allows perverse moral space for events like the
massacre in Orlando.
I: You defame a billion people. More representative is the tens of
thousands of dollars that Muslims raised overnight to support
repairs to a desecrated Jewish cemetery in St. Louis and the
community did the same thing when a Jewish cemetery was
desecrated a few days later in Philadelphia.197 You surely know
that most Muslims would condemn the Florida killing.
Y: We really don’t know that for sure. We don’t see into a billion
hearts. And the fact that no institutional Muslim voice can say,
“You know, that particular Koranic verse198 is outdated and we
must reject it—gays and lesbians are simply not sinners.” No
official Reform Islamic voice speaks such words.
I: They would be heresy.
Y: Exactly. Just as a rejection of the Islamic verses that defame
Jews and approvingly describe Muhammed’s genocide against
them in Medina.199 A foundation upon which it’s difficult to
construct a Mideast Peace.
I: No different than your Orthodox Jewish claims to all of socalled Eretz Yisrael.200
Y: Similar. Except there are official Jewish voices, including
rabbis, that can publicly refute such absolutist claims and reject
their literalist Biblical underpinning.201 There is no comparable
established institutional anti-literalist opposition within Islam
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today.202
I: You don’t understand Islam. Its power and its goodness lie in
the universal and eternal nature of its truth. Believe in God,
pray, be charitable. Everyone is equal. That simple accessible
universal message would be lost if religious leaders indulged
themselves in the rejection or revision of sacred text.203 The
nuanced relativism and revisionism of Catholic liberation
theology,204 Protestant Unitarianism,205 or Reconstructionist
Judaism206 would cripple Islam.
Y: You don’t know that . . .
I: However, you do ignore centuries of Islamic scholarship and
judicial practice, doctrines of abrogation207 and leniency208 for
example, that have mitigated the harshness of law where
appropriate. And we have done this without denying the sacred
language of the Koran. For Christians, reformation meant wars
and the death of millions. For Jews this has meant dilution of
your faith and assimilation of your people into a non-descript
and degenerate secular Western culture.
Y: You yearn for the Middle Ages?
I: There are fewer Jews in America today than there were fifty
years ago.209 Reform is part of the reason. Reform for Jews was
merely a step toward secularism. And secularism has been the
road to disappearance. So please don’t lecture me about
dangerous literalism and the need for a “Reform Islam.”
Y: You are right that Islam’s strength is the simplicity of its basic
message of charity, equality and the supreme power of goodness.
Rabbinic Judaism’s210 similar message was sometimes clouded
by its elevation of obscure academic dialectic. Though that
dialectic also contributed to the intellectual power of Jewish
culture. Who knows . . . ?
I: Not me. Your problem.
Y: In any event, you don’t necessarily sacrifice the simple power
of the Islamic message by acknowledging that the Koran, like
the Bible, was written by men with all the prejudices of men of
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their era. And that while perhaps inspired by God, not all its
words are perfect. Particularly those that justify violence.
I: I believe that every word of the Koran is sacred. But that
doesn’t mean that every word is applicable today.
Y: I don’t know what you’re saying.
I: As I said, you don’t understand Islam.
Y: What I don’t understand is how you can be a serious student
of International Law, an advocate of universal human rights, a
rational son of the Enlightenment—all of which I know you to
be—and still insist that every word of the Koran . . .
I: And every word of the Torah as originally211 given to the
Jews . . . 212
Y: . . . is God-given and unchallengeable.
I: Again, you don’t understand Islam. By the way, I am rational,
but not a son of your Enlightenment. The very term is
orientalist.213 We Arabs were already “enlightened” while you
Europeans were in the Dark Ages.214
Y: We digress. The issue is scriptural literalism and the lack of
an institutionalized Reform Islam.215 As long as a billion
Muslims fear to challenge any Koranic language, terrorists will
have an easier time justifying suicide attacks as martyrdom,216
beheadings as justice,217 and rape as “temporary marriage.”218
And Mideast peace will be further away.
I: Whoa! Prejudice in the guise of reason. The Devil can quote
Scripture—the Torah, or the Gospels, or the Koran. Just because
terrorists misuse Koranic verse doesn’t make that verse less
holy. No more than when Jewish or Christian fanatics misuse
language from the Bible. Your Heredi crazies219 that want to
build a third Temple. Christian crazies that perpetrated the
crusades.
Y: But our difference of principle is this: Your only argument
against Islamic terrorists is “you misinterpret.” I am willing to
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tell Zionist terrorists: “Not only do you misinterpret, but
whatever the Torah says from 3,000 ago, we cannot allow those
words to trump basic human rights.” Reform Judaism allows me
to do that. You have no Reform Islam to do the same.
I: Reform Judaism is inconsequential within Israel.220 Not even
recognized by the State. A monopoly of fundamentalists control
Judaism in Israel. So, don’t lecture me about Islam needing
reform.221
Y: If you’re a believing Muslim, as you say, then you must accept
the Jews’ right to a state in Eretz Yisrael.
I: What?!
Y: Islam accepts the Torah as authoritative record of God’s will.
The Torah reveals God’s gift to the Jews of the land of Israel.222
I: Yitz, my buddy, you’re secular or reform or agnostic or
something, depending on your mood. You don’t even believe in
revelation.
Y: That’s the irony. You do. So, as a believer, you must
acknowledge the validity of the Jews’ claim to Israel, as recorded
in the Torah.
I: Law school games! You’re making an argument you don’t
believe in.
Y: Correct. I’m making one you believe in.
I: Anyway, Islam also recognizes that Jews corrupted the Torah
in places, and the Koran corrected that.223
Y: Sure, the sacrifice of Isaac, et cetera. But nowhere does the
Koran contradict God’s deeding Israel to the Jewish people.224
Abe enters holding the Koran, the Torah, and the Bible
opened in a stack in his arms.
Abe: Yeah. Some of those fundamentalists—Jewish, Muslim,
Christian—want to claim my entire estate. Really prevents
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these fellows from getting along.
Abe leaves. Yitz and Ishmael scavenge the cabinets and
fridge for more food. “Maybe we should order Chinese?” they
muse in unison.
SCENE BREAK
I: So you agree that the settlements are illegal?
Y: Mostly . . . yes.
I: All the post-’67 settlements?225
Y: That depends.
I: What could it possibly depend on? Isn’t it clear to you, as an
international lawyer, that all the settlements violate the Geneva
Conventions, as well as customary law?226
Y: It depends on whether you are including Jerusalem,
particularly the Jewish Quarter of the Old City.227
I: Aha! So you believe in international law unless it really
touches an emotional nerve?
Y: I am considering international law, not emotion. The Jewish
Quarter of the Old City had been Jewish for hundreds, if not
thousands of years before the Jordanian Arab Legion destroyed
it in 1948. That destruction was probably illegal, and certainly
immoral. After 1967, Israel had the right to reclaim the Quarter
for Jewish residency. I don’t think that it should be returned to
anyone—Palestinians, Jordanians, whomever.
I: So that particular illegal settlement is okay in your moral
calculus?
Y: Not exactly. I simply don’t consider the regained Jewish
Quarter to be a new settlement. It’s an ancient Jewish
neighborhood, rightfully re-established, after the Arab Legion
wrongfully destroyed it.228
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I: But you could use that argument for a number of Jewish
villages which you lost during that war that existed prior to the
1949 Green Line. In fact your biblical extremists make that kind
of argument for retaining all the land you seized in 1967.
Y: Which, of course, I reject. Both sides will have to give way on
their absolutist claims, if we ever are to have peace. Jews are not
entitled to their old villages on your side of the 1949 Green Line.
Arabs are not entitled to their old villages on our side of the line.
But the Jewish Quarter is sui generis.229
I: Why?
Y: Because it was for centuries the Jewish neighborhood within
the city holiest to Jews. Because Arabs destroyed it in 1948 and
banished or killed those who could not escape. Because
Jerusalem’s status under the 1947 UN was different from the
West Bank230—it was never intended to be part of an Arab state.
It includes the Western Wall, the most sacred space on earth for
religious Jews and even profoundly meaningful to a secular Jew
like me. It’s just different.
I: So why shouldn’t it be a Jewish Quarter within Palestinian
East Jerusalem? It lies within the Arab side of the Green Line.
Why do the special cases always work to your advantage?
Remember, a Palestine within the Green Line gives us only
about a quarter of our original country.
Y: Few Jews would trust a Palestinian government to fairly treat
a Jewish Quarter within its jurisdiction.
I: Particularly in light of how the Israeli government has treated
Palestinians within its jurisdiction.231
Y: Yes. Trust is a problem.
I: But what about the rest of East Jerusalem? Do you grant that
its people should enjoy self-determination? The Jewish Quarter
aside, do you grant that the annexation of East Jerusalem by
Israel was illegal and void?232 Do you accept that Jerusalem
must be the Palestinian capital?
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Y: Yes, I grant all that.
I: But the Israeli government does not. Nor do most Israelis.
Y: Sadly, I grant that, too.
I: So, what’s to be done?
Y: Arab neighborhoods should be part of Palestine. Jewish
neighborhoods should be part of Israel. Each Quarter in the Old
City should choose its affiliation by plebiscite.
I: What about the new Jewish neighborhoods like French Hill
around Mt. Scopus? What about the settler encroachments on
Arab villages like Silwan, near your so-called City of David?
Y: Small areas. Land swaps, compensation, occasional removal
of settlers.
I: Not easy. Not necessarily fair.
Y: But fairly necessary.
Abe (side stage): Yitz can’t resist the clever remark. Borscht
Belt.233
I: Clever, but not convincing . . . . But, generally, you also agree
that the Occupation is illegal? Beyond the settlements issue—
the Occupation per se?
Y: Well, the Occupation as it exists, as it is implemented now—
yes, I agree that Israel is probably violating international law in
a number of ways. But, I’m not sure what you mean by “the
Occupation per se.”
I: I mean the whole thing. I mean the armed conquest of
somebody else’s land.234 I mean sitting on that land for half a
century. I mean purporting to annex the most sacred part of that
land—Jerusalem—to purported Israeli sovereignty.235 I mean
treating Palestinians like prisoners in their own towns and
villages.236 I mean checkpoints.237 I mean the Wall.238 I mean
arrests and detentions without due process.239 I mean shoot-to-
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kill practice by Israeli police.240 I mean homes destroyed as
collective punishment.241 I mean gifts of Palestinian land to
right-wing Jewish settlers. I mean strategic land seizures that
make a viable Palestinian state, and thus a two-state solution,
impossible.242 Et cetera. I mean the whole thing.
Y: Well, then I don’t agree that the Occupation per se is illegal.
I: You’re kidding?!
Y: No. I’m not. Of course, I agree that much of the administration
of the Occupation violates Geneva norms.243 And I reject the
arguments of a few right-wing academics and politicians that
those norms don’t apply here. If they are not applicable by
treaty, they are still binding as international legal custom.244
I: Go on . . .
Y: So clearly, the land seizures, the house demolitions,
detentions without trial, and so on violate international law.245
Other things you mention might be overstatement or
oversimplification. Israeli police must react instantaneously to
real deadly attacks on civilians.246
I: It’s usually Palestinians that end up dead . . .
Y: The Wall might violate some Palestinian rights247, but its
existence has saved lives.248 The checkpoints are more
oppressive than they need be, but their existence is necessary.249
And while half a century is too long for any Occupation, if not
legally, certainly morally and politically, Israel can’t really end
it without a trustworthy Palestinian partner. Finally, we
profoundly disagree on your first point, that the initial
“conquest” as you label it was illegal. In 1967, Israel’s vital
sovereign interests, if not existence, were threatened, so that its
action against Egypt, Syria, and Jordan was legitimate selfdefense.250
I: How could Israel’s attack in June ‘67 possibly be considered
self-defense? Israeli troops poured into Egypt, Syria, and
Jordanian Palestine251 without any military action by those
three Arab states. Your air force destroyed Arab planes
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peacefully sitting on the ground, allowing your sneak attack—
your blitzkrieg252—to succeed, and your illegal seizure and
occupation of Arab land many times the size of Israel.253 How
could that possibly be called “self-defense”?
Y: Anticipatory self-defense.254
I: Nonsense! Orwellian doublespeak.255
Y: Not doublespeak. Accepted modern doctrine within the law on
military force.256
I: Accepted by whom?
Y: The United States,257 Great Britain,258 the former Soviet
Union,259 numerous scholars and others.260
I: I don’t think you’re right about the Soviet Union, and if you
are correct about the US and Britain, that’s only a rump
consensus of two—the two most aggressively imperialist
contemporary powers,261 at that. Certainly, no international
custom there.
Y: I’m not necessarily claiming that anticipatory self-defense is
a separate new custom. Rather, it’s inherent in the concept of
self-defense—both an interstate custom262 and a general
principle of all municipal systems263 for hundreds of years, as
well as a guarantee under the UN Charter Article 51.264 If a
mugger waves a knife at you, you needn’t wait for his attack to
repel him.
I: Even if you’re right in the abstract about anticipatory selfdefense, which I doubt, there was no knife at Israel’s throat
when it attacked Egypt, Syria and Palestine in ‘67.
Y: The knife had been pulled. Nasser had ordered UN
peacekeepers to leave the buffer zone at the Egyptian-Israeli
border.265 That violated the cease-fire agreement from the Sinai
War.266 He then moved troops to the border. Thus, the knife was
waved. Additionally, he closed the Red Sea Straits to Israeli
shipping. Blockades are acts of war.267 Israel had the right—the
inherent sovereign right of self-defense—to respond to these
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acts.
I: Your history regarding Egypt and Israel is one-sided and
selective. Your legal logic is tortured. But beyond that, you make
no claim that Syria or Jordanian Palestine immediately
threatened Israel in June ‘67. What was the justification for
attacking them?
Y: Jordan and Syria were allies of Egypt.268 Like Egypt, they
were in a state of war with Israel, dating back to their invasion
of the new state in 1948.269 They never made peace with us. They
continued, with Egypt, to deny our right to exist.270 Syria, for
years, had continued to shell peaceful Israeli farms and towns in
the Galilee.271 The defense against Egypt would have been
meaningless, had Syria and Jordan not been kept at bay.
I: Kept at bay? You invaded them. And whatever exaggerated
claim you make about alleged Syrian shelling of allegedly
peaceful Israelis on allegedly Israeli territory, no such case can
be made against Jordanian Palestine. You invaded it to recreate
a Biblical Judea, and particularly to seize Arab Jerusalem. All
this violated the UN Charter as well as customary international
law.
Y: Not how it happened . . .
I: And after a half-century, now it’s apartheid.272
Y: That’s a slander.
I: No. Not slander. Unpleasant truth. From the Jordan to the
Mediterranean you have replicated pre-Mandela South Africa.
Bantustans.273 Land theft.274 Military policing.275 Detentions
without trial.276 Grossly unequal public services. Walls and
humiliating checkpoints.277 Natives without residency.278
Residents without citizenship.279 Citizens without rights . . . 280
It is apartheid.281
Y: You know that I, too, condemn those government practices.
Their wrongfulness doesn’t make the situation apartheid. Not
all evils are identical. Apples and oranges are both round, but an
apple is not an orange.
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I: What . . . ?
Y: More than a million Arabs have full Israeli citizenship.282
They vote in elections.283 They elect Arab parliament
members.284 They have civil rights.285 They receive better social
services than their brethren in surrounding Arab states and in
Palestinian administered territory.286 Arab doctors treat Jews
and Jewish doctors treat Arabs in Israeli hospitals. And our
Supreme Court calls out the government for many of its
administrative and due process abuses.287 Black Africans
enjoyed no such protections or participation in apartheid South
Africa.288
I: You over-simplify. What you say only applies to the minority
of Palestinians who hold Israeli citizenship. Not to the millions
who don’t. And even those Israeli Arabs face discrimination
every day. Hostility on the street. Underfunded public services,
whether education, housing, health, or garbage collection.289
And exclusion from the military.
Y: You think that Israeli Arabs want to serve in the army?290
I: Not as long as it’s an army of occupation. But many do want
the right to serve, with all the attendant privileges it brings—
career opportunities, social standing, a sense of shared national
experience.291
Y: A nation that they don’t wish to be part of.
I: In any case, it’s not mainly the treatment of Arab Israeli
citizens that makes the situation apartheid. It’s the treatment of
the majority of Palestinians outside the Green Line. Again, I’ll
say it—walls, military abuse, checkpoints, institutionalized
violence, bantustans—apartheid!
Y: I agree with a lot of those charges. But you overgeneralize and
overstate. Words like “bantustan” inflame young Palestinians
and alienate potential Israeli peace partners.
I: But “bantustan” describes precisely what the Israeli
government is doing. Bit by bit it is seizing more and more
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chunks of West Bank land, for settlements, development,
purported security, leaving isolated patches of Palestinian
territory. These patches cannot function as a real state. Such
encroachment proves that Israel doesn’t want a two-state
solution. It wants an apartheid state with a dominant race and
a subservient race.
Y: I know. The Netanyahu regime292 does make a two-state
peace more difficult with every square meter of West Bank land
that it appropriates for government or settler use.293 It both
makes the logistics of a Palestinian state more difficult and
destroys trust by moderate Palestinians in negotiation. But your
“bantustan” and “apartheid” rhetoric destroys trust by moderate
Israelis. We see such words as hateful and slanderous. We are
not South Africa.294
I: Then stop acting like it.
Y: Our oppressive acts are occasional. Our barbaric acts are rare,
not part of the national ethic. And they are not greeted with
street festivals the way the barbaric acts of Hamas and Islamic
Jihad are.295 How can the suicide attacks on innocents be hailed
as occasions for celebration? Palestinians danced and sang with
glee when the 9/11 terrorists brought down the World Trade
Center and slaughtered 3,000 civilians.296 Such behavior of the
“Arab Street” is obscene and it destroys any chance for trust.
I: Our triumphalism is spontaneous and infrequent. People
imprisoned by the Occupation with little hope and much
frustration understandably burst with joy at what they feel are
victories against the oppressors. Of course it disturbs you. It
disturbs me. None of us should celebrate death, even of our
enemies. I’ve been to your Passover Seders when you spill wine
to commemorate God’s anger at the Hebrews rejoicing at the
death of Egyptian soldiers.297
Y: So?
I: So, your triumphalism is much worse. It is institutionalized in
your Spring holidays and reaches a peak of insensitivity on your
Independence Day. Have you been on Jaffa Road or Ben Yehuda
Street on the eve of that day? Wall-to-wall people dancing,
singing, drinking, yelling. Little children wielding their three-
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foot Israeli flag balloons shaped like hammers and hatchets!298
Y: It’s our national holiday. People are celebrating a happy event
like July Fourth in America or Quatorze Juillet in France.
I: For us that happy event signifies exile and death. Nakba. Our
triumphalism reflects the occasional outburst of the frustrated
and the powerless. Your triumphalism implements national
policy and indoctrinates your children. Granted, your
triumphalism is more sanitary, but which is more obscene?
Y: The obscenity is Palestinians in Aman dancing to celebrate
mass murder.
I: Your spring national holidays celebrate our lost homes. They
are like the Orange Marching Season in Northern Ireland.299
Your barbarism is institutional and chronic. Bombs from the sky
and checkpoints.300 The chronic banality of oppression.301 Have
you ever gone through a checkpoint?
Y: Those checkpoints protect302 against the terror that spawned
them.
I: Have you been to one? On a hot, crowded day?303 To
Qalandia?304
Y: You know that Israeli citizens are prohibited from entering
that part of the West Bank.305
I: But you’ve been through airport security, right?
Y: Of course.
I: Not pleasant. Waiting in line. Worrying about missing your
flight. Stupid questions that you must answer without irony,
right?
Y: Okay.
I: Now imagine that happening not in a modern, clean, airconditioned airport, but on a dusty, hot road in a convergence of
impatient pedestrians and exhaust emitting vehicles,
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constricted into one or two stalled lines. And questioned not by
trained and experienced and good-humored air security
personnel, but by twenty-year-old Israeli army draftees, some of
whom are nice and some of whom are not. And imagine that
happening every day, rather than merely a couple of times a year
when you take an international flight. That’s part of Palestinian
life.
Abe appears at front of the stage.
A: Time is a funny thing for these boys. History might seem like
yesterday. Tomorrow might seem just about here or forever out
of reach.
Abe leaves.
Y: You think that time is on your side.
I: It is.
Y: But time can take a long time—with lots of blood and
heartbreak while you wait.
I: We know how to suffer. And the wait won’t be that long. Times
are a-changing.306 America is Israel’s last important ally, and
even she has had enough. Look at the Security Council vote
condemning Israeli settlements.307 No US veto. Historic! And the
American public is changing. More brown and Muslim, less
Jewish. The Jews remaining are assimilating and care less
about Israel—or even reject its policies.308
Y: But America is a large ship. It will take decades to turn it
around on Israel policy.
I: No, it has begun the turn and it moves quickly. As I said, look
at the Security Council resolution. The new political majority in
the US is minorities and progressive whites—not friends of
Israel.309 Certainly not friends of the Netanyahu regime. That
regime digs its own grave. At this very last moment to save a
two-state solution, which would give the Israelis a de facto
Jewish state for decades, he builds new settlements and
demands a de jure Jewish state forever. He has killed the two-
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state solution.310 Twenty-five years from now there will be one
state, an Arab one from the Jordan to the sea. The world will put
up with no less.
Y: The Security Council voted in the last lame-duck days of the
Obama administration.311 Trump will veto any similar
resolutions.312 He’s recognized Jerusalem as our capital.313 And
your “new American Majority” failed to keep him out of office.314
You’re right that a two-state solution is on the ropes. You’re right
that Netanyahu and company bear much of the blame. But
you’re wrong that an Arab-dominated one-state solution is
anywhere near. And you’re expecting it only worsens things.
I: I don’t see why.
Y: Because it makes the two-state solution truly impossible if
Arab moderates abandon it. That leaves us with competing onestate solutions, with the right-wing Israelis in control of all the
territory, excepting impoverished and powerless and shrinking
Palestinian enclaves. And with the Trump administration in
power, the world can’t do a damn thing.
I: As I’ve said, apartheid!
Y: That’s an ugly, defamatory word. It’s a slander at the moment,
but by giving up on two states, you increase the likelihood of its
eventual accuracy. Tragic. Blood and hate and more blood.
I: The truth is sometimes ugly. Liberal Jews don’t want to hear
that they are racists.
Y: “Racist” and “apartheid” are words that stop conversation.
Using them gives up on compromise and understanding. These
words declare war. And, worst of all they incite the street and
poison the minds of children.
I: If you put up with racist policies, you are a racist.
Y: It over-simplifies and alienates. Especially when directed en
masse against Jews with our record as victims of the world’s
worst racism. How the Netanyahu government denies
Palestinian rights is inexcusable,315 but it bears no comparison
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to the genocides of the Inquisition, the Ukraine in 1648,316 and
the Holocaust.
I: You speak of genocide. What about Israel’s nuclear arsenal?317
What do those nukes represent other than threatened genocide
of millions of Arabs and Muslims?
Y: There’s a big difference between Nazis actually gassing
millions on the one hand, and on the other hand a deterrent
against annihilation which no one wants to use.
I: If no one wants to use it, get rid of it. Agree to a nuclear-free
Mideast.
Y: I do agree to that, but only after Iran and Pakistan and all the
Arab states accept Israel’s existence. Then we all get rid of our
nukes.
I: But why does Israel need such weapons, given its military
superiority318 and the support of the American military
umbrella? Their only purpose can be to intimidate us and
threaten our existence.
Y: Our military superiority is qualitative, not quantitative. The
qualitative advantage can be lost as Muslim states modernize.
The quantitative disadvantage will never be overcome by a
Jewish state of six million319 in a sea of 200 million Arabs320 and
a globe of a billion Muslims.321 As to American support, it exists
today but may not be there tomorrow.
I: Your country has a Masada Complex, a myth created by
elevating a bunch of fanatic bandits to hero status.322 A myth
intended to terrify both Jews and Arabs. Jews, by the nobility of
group suicide. Arabs by the prospect of Jews, now nucleararmed, willing to commit genocide to preserve a Jewish state.
Y: But you foster that suicidal Masada complex by rejecting a
two-state solution and promoting an Arab Palestine from the
Jordan to the Mediterranean.
I: I don’t “reject” a two-state solution. I recognize it cannot work
given your government’s settlement policy. You gobble up more
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and more Palestinian land. You make a Palestinian partner
state with Israel impossible.
Y: I haven’t “gobbled up” anything. Netanyahu is not my
government.
I: Of course he is. A majority of Israelis voted for him.
Y: No. Only a plurality. He cobbled together a coalition under
our meshugah323 electoral system.324
I: He represents you.
Y: No he doesn’t. Israel is my state, but its government doesn’t
represent me. I am in opposition. That’s how democracy works.
I: Democracy?! How can you claim democracy where Arab rights
are trampled?
Y: Sometimes denied, sometimes upheld. Look at the military
and police enforcing the Amona decision from our Supreme
Court. Jewish settlers evicted from an illegal settlement because
the court stands up to the government to protect Arab rights. I’d
like you to show me such judicial protection of minority rights
against government abuse in any of Israel’s neighbor states.
I: But you know that Amona is the exception. The Knesset is
moving quickly to legalize other illegal settlements, so there
won’t be future Amona orders. I might prefer an openly hostile
supreme court—at least there would be no pretense of justice
where little exists325. Furthermore, Netanyahu is trying to pack
your Supreme Court with new conservative judges who don’t
care about human rights.326
They shift positions on stage.
I: Arab blood is cheap.
Y: You steal our mantra.327
I: You ignore your mantra. Eighteen months for cold-blooded
murder.328 Obscene!
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Y: He was just a boy-soldier, who had just witnessed the
attempted murder of his colleague.329
I: He was just a boy. Wounded and no threat, lying on the
ground. Your “boy-soldier” put a bullet in his head for no damn
reason, except vengeance.330 Vengeance and impunity!
Y: No.
I: And it’s Israel’s “bad” if it sends children to become Occupation
Police.
Y: Your “impunity” charge is unfair. The Israeli Defense Force
charged, tried, convicted, and sentenced the Jewish soldier.331
I: To eighteen months! For an Arab boy’s life.
Y: But the Jewish Prosecutor wanted three years. And much of
the Jewish public wanted no conviction at all, given the wave of
unprovoked knife attacks, often on innocent civilians, of which
this Arab teenager was a part. So the court’s sentence seems a
reasonable judicial balancing for a manslaughter conviction.
That’s how an independent judiciary works. Not perfect, but
better justice than anything you’d find in Egypt, Iran, Syria, or
Saudi Arabia.
I: “Justice?!” You must be kidding? How can eighteen months for
cold-blooded murder be justice? Israel likes to maintain a veneer
of due process, human rights and democracy, but without the
substance of any of them. And you can’t forever use comparisons
to Egypt and Saudi Arabia as justification for your own low
standards of justice. Do you really call that morality? Do you
really call that logic?
Y: By regional standards . . .
I: And now your army has done it again. Killing peacefully
protesting children in Gaza in May and June. Actually using
snipers to murder children!332
Y: A sixteen-year-old with a fire balloon333 or a burning tire or
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even a brick is no child.334
I: You don’t need to shoot to kill. Violates any measure of
proportionality. And only a few of them even had stones or
burning tires. Gross overreaction.
Y: Those with weapons hide among the unarmed. A typical
variation on Hamas’ human shield tactics. Both in purpose and
method objectionable.
I: Meaning?
Y: The purpose was to undo 1948. The method was to use
thousands as shields for the hundreds committing violence at
the instigation of the few in the Hamas leadership.
Abe appears.
Abe: Enough! Enough is enough! Are you two prepared to
compromise for peace? For an end to the bleeding of the
innocent? To each let go of his tales of injustice?
Y: I don’t want to argue with him forever. He is my friend. I
would compromise if he will . . .
I: And I don’t want to argue with him forever. He is my friend.
A: If a settlement comes, everyone knows what it will look like.
Y: Yes. Two sovereign states.
I: Yes. 1967 borders.
Y: Yes. With some adjustments.
I: Yes. Return of original 1948 refugees to their homes where
possible. Compensation where not.
Y: Perhaps. But not their kids and grandkids. And closure on
further claims.
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I: I don’t know. Perhaps. With recognition of disappeared Arab
villages.
Y: Yes. Memorial recognition of disappeared villages and
neighborhoods, Arab and Jewish.
I: Yes. Full equality within Israel to social services.
Y: Yes. Full equality within Israel to all civil rights, except
immigration.335
I: Maybe. But with withdrawal of Israeli military from Palestine.
Y: Okay. But with demilitarization of Palestine.
I: Okay. With international legal guarantees by UN, EU, US,
Russia and China.
Y: Yes. And substantial funding by UN, US and EU with
disproportionate German contribution.
I: Yes. Recognition of Israel by all major Arab and Muslim states.
Y: Yes. Outlawing all political or sectarian violence and
prosecution of violators.
I: Yes. Renunciation of anti-Semitism against Jews or Arabs
with concrete implementation.
Y: Yes. West Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.
I: Yes. East Jerusalem as the capital of Palestine.
Y: Yes. The Old City jointly governed or divided by neighborhood
choice by each Quarter.
I: Yes. As the people decide.
Y: Yes. Renouncing of further claims related to the Conflict.
I: Yes. Dismantling of nuclear weapons by Israel.
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Y: Yes. After ten years of peace and normal relations. And
reciprocal disarmament by any Muslim nuclear state.
Abe: If peace comes dropping slow . . . 336
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at the heart of all societal problems: “The modern bourgeois society that has
sprouted from the ruins of feudal society has not done away with class
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new forms of struggle in place of the old ones.”); see THE GOD THAT FAILED 173
(Richard Crossman ed., 1972) (1949).
182. Red-baiting, MERRIAM WEBSTER, (https://www.merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/red-baiting (last visited Nov. 1, 2018) (defining “red-baiting” as “the
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184. Protocol Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed
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Distinction between Civilians and Combatants, ICRC, https://ihldatabases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v1_cha_chapter1_rule1 (last visited
Nov. 1, 2018) (arguing that the Principle of Distinction has been codified as
customary international humanitarian law).
185. See, e.g., Fourth Geneva Convention, supra note 55, art. 3 (“In the case
of armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory of
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on friendly casualties.”); Richard D. Rosen, Goldstone Reconsidered, 21 J.
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present now, working in the world through human beings . . . . Pope John Paul
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disapproved of theologies emerging from the people rather than the Pope.”).
UNIVERSALIST
ASS’N,
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&
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UNITARIAN
http://www.uua.org/beliefs/what-we-believe (last visited Nov. 24, 2018) (“Our
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UNDERSTANDING AM. JUDAISM TOWARD DESCRIPTION MOD. RELIGION 219–20
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justice for transgressors, equity for victims, and mercy for the unfortunate. Only
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practices that applied in the seventh century. Even when the law is specific and
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209. IRVING J. SLOAN, THE JEWS IN AMERICA 1621–1970, 121 (1971) (citing
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Population Estimates,
Series P-25 No. 420, 1969); U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, CHRISTIAN CHURCH
ADHERENTS AND JEWISH POPULATION, STATES, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE
UNITED STATES: 2012, tbl.77 (131st ed. 2012), https://www.census.gov/library/
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more than one State.”). The population of Jews in U.S. today is a controversial
issue.
210. Rivka Ulmer, Rabbinic Judaism, OXFORD BIBLIOGRAPHIES,
http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780195393361/obo9780195393361-0103.xml (last modified Sept. 13, 2010) (“[I]n antiquity,
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different strata: tannaitic (until 200 CE), amoraic (200–500 CE), and saboraic
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community.”).
211. THE KORAN 2:53 (“And [recall] when We gave Moses the Scripture and
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212. THE KORAN 4:44 (“Have you not seen those who were given a portion of
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and Christian mis-transcriptions of the Torah.
213. EDWARD W. SAID, ORIENTALISM 113–22 (1978).
214. AMIRA BENNISON, THE GREAT CALIPHS: THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE
‘ABBASID EMPIRE 4 (2009) (“Our story begins in the 630s C.E. when the Arabs,
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poured out of their harsh and rugged homeland in the Arabian Peninsula and
established a vast empire ruled by the Rightly Guided Caliphs (634–61) and the
Umayyads (661–750) in turn. By 750 Muslims ruled most of the southern
Mediterranean world and the ancient Persian lands to the east and had
extended their influence deep into the Sahara Desert, the Central Asian steppe
and India.” Their culture thrived, while Europe languished in the Dark Ages.).
215. LIPPMAN, supra note 7, at 99; Naina Bajekal, ISIS Mass Beheading
Video Took 6 Hours to Film and Multiple Takes, TIME (Dec. 9, 2014),
http://time.com/3624976/isis-beheading-technology-video-trac-quilliam/
(referring to a video in which ISIS beheaded 22 Syrians); Sara Hussein & Rita
Daou, Jihadists Beheadings Sow Fear, Prompt Muslim Revulsion, YAHOO NEWS
(Sept. 3, 2014), https://www.yahoo.com/news/jihadists-beheadings-sow-fearprompt-muslim-revulsion-205000146.html; Judea & Ruth Pearl, Right of Reply:
Daniel Pearl’s Last Words, JERUSALEM POST (May 14, 2008, 7:58 PM),
https://www.jpost.com/opinion/op-ed-contributors/right-of-reply-daniel-pearlslast-words (discussing Danny Pearl, who was a journalist for the Wall Street
Journal covering South Asia who held American and Israeli dual citizenship.
During an assignment in Karachi, Pakistan, in 2002, Islamic extremists linked
to Al-Qaeda kidnapped Mr. Pearl. The extremists filmed him while captive
saying “My name is Daniel Pearl. I’m a Jewish American from Encino,
California, USA. I come from, uh, on my father’s side the family is Zionist. My
father’s Jewish, my mother’s Jewish, I’m Jewish. My family follows Judaism.
We’ve made numerous family visits to Israel.” While still on camera, the
terrorists slit Mr. Pearl’s throat before beheading him.). In the last couple
decades, several Islamic extremist groups have beheaded hundreds of others.
216. ISRAEL, PALESTINE AND TERROR 18, 34–35 (Stephen Law ed., 2008)
(describing the justification of terrorism from a political science perspective.
Contributor Ted Honderich thinks that terrorism can be justified when
“whenever terrorism is necessary to achieve an end justifiable by his Principle
of Humanity, namely, that the right thing—whether we are speaking of an
action, practice, institution, government, society or possible world—’is the one
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that according to the best judgment and information is the rational one in the
sense of being effective and not self-defeating with respect to the end of getting
and keeping people out of bad lives.’”); THE FUNDAMENTALS OF
COUNTERTERRORISM LAW 34–35 (Lynne Zusman ed., 2014) (explaining that
terrorism in its attacks on the West has had the following attributes in common:
“First, they are generally religious-inspired extremists who use extremely
narrow interpretation of Islam, which are inconsistent with the views of the
vast majority of moderate Muslims, to justify their actions. Second, they tend
to reject modernity, including democratic movements, widespread
communications, increased participation in government, and enhanced rights
for women, workers, and children. Third, they leverage the tactics of
asymmetric warfare to pursue their aims, using high-profile and relatively lowcost terrorist weapons and action to influence populations and achieve their
ends. Fourth, they believe that they are engaging in a long-term, perhaps
eternal, struggle.”). See generally RAPHAEL ISRAELI, PALESTINIANS BETWEEN
NATIONALISM AND ISLAM 3–103 (2008).
217. Amel Ahmed, Beheadings Remain Integral Part of Saudi Justice
System, AL JAZEERA (Sept. 11, 2014, 1:30 PM), http://america.aljazeera.com/
articles/2014/9/5/beheadings-floggingsandamputationsjusticesaudistyle.html.
218. ISRAELI, supra note 216, at 53 (“The debate is not conducted in words
only, although the da’wa (call, or propaganda) is an essential tool of the
fundamentalists in appealing for public support. They also commit acts of
sabotage, kill government officials, foreign tourists and other designated
enemies, and terrorize common people into submission; but they also build
infrastructure of social welfare, provide leadership and solace to their people,
profess social and political revolution, and teach that Islam is the panacea for
all ills of their society.”); ISRAEL, PALESTINE AND TERROR, supra note 216, at 18,
34–35 (describing, in the first two articles of the book, the methods for justifying
terrorism for a political science perspective); Patrick Cockburn, War with Isis:
The Grim Reality of Life under the Islamist Group in Iraq, INDEPENDENT (May
16, 2015, 9:45 PM), https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/
war-with-isis-the-grim-reality-of-life-under-the-islamist-group-in-iraq-102554
22.html (“‘It was in the first week of December 2014 when they brought about
13 Yazidi girls to us,’ Hamza says. ‘The commander tried to tempt us by saying
that this is halal [lawful] for you, a gift from Allah that we are allowed to satisfy
ourselves without even marrying them because they are pagans.’ Hamza
regarded this as rape and, together with fear that he would be asked to take
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Fallujah.”); Kelly McEvers, Abuse of Temporary Marriages Flourishes in Iraq,
NPR (Oct. 19, 2010, 3:42 PM), http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?
storyId=130350678 (“The practice of temporary marriage has long been
common in Shiite Muslim communities, especially in Iran. The idea is that
rather than having an affair, a man who wants to be sexually involved with a
woman should marry her—for a few months, or even, hours—so the relationship
will be legitimate . . . . One mother of three, who is so ashamed about what
happened to her she doesn’t want to give her name, says her husband
abandoned her when she found out he preferred men. She had no way to support
the family. A religious figure in her neighborhood promised to help. He brought
her to his home, locked the door and had sex with her. He offered her $15. For
the man at least, it was a brief moment of muta’a, the Arabic word for
pleasure—and the Arabic word for temporary marriage.”); Fatemeh Sadeghi,
‘Temporary Marriage’ and the Economy of Pleasure, PBS (Mar. 15, 2010, 8:45
PM), http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/tehranbureau/2010/03/temporar
y-marriage-and-the-economy-of-pleasure.html. While Islamic extremists, on a
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temporary marriage as an excuse for short term sexual relationships,
sometimes of questionable consent, it is not clear whether the two concepts are
as tightly linked as Yitz implies here.
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226. Fourth Geneva Convention, supra note 55 (“The Occupying Power shall
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